Abstract

Waste management and environmental aspects are progressively gathering attention in the mining industry. Mine planners must deal with increasingly complex tasks to balance between ore block schedules, waste disposal, operational cost and environmental reclamation. The mine incomes are generally related to mining and processing of the ore, thus most optimization researches regarding strategic mining usually focus mainly on ore extraction. Nevertheless, waste sequencing and disposal play an important role given that, in several situations in open pit mining, waste volumes are generally larger than ore volumes and must be moved to reach the buried and deeper ore bodies. In some cases, a significant percentage of operational costs is represented by waste haulage and disposal. Thus a careful planning strategy must be considered to minimize unnecessary expenses. Selecting locations for waste dumps is also a challenge. Many operational and technical aspects must be considered, not to mention the increasingly limiting environmental constraints. This definition can be very time consuming, and if it is not properly studied, may negatively impact the mine operation during its lifetime. This article investigates a new approach for mine waste management called the multi-stage dumping sequence (MSDS), suggesting the use of temporary waste dumps along the way to the final dump destination. Although this method requires material re-handling, which is considered a paradigm in mine industry, it certainly provides additional time to design and permit the final waste dump site and, if well planned, might even result in profit increases by reducing haulage distances in the first years of operation.
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1. Introduction

Many aspects of mine planning optimization have evolved in recent decades. A large number of researches in strategic mine planning, supported by computer programming, have been published and presented optimum solutions to multivariable operational problems through robust optimization algorithms. Mine planning is the subject of several optimization studies (Li et al., 2012), such as pit limit definition (Dagdelen, 2001; Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2007; Espinoza et al., 2013; Deutsch et al., 2015) and extraction sequencing (Caccetta and Hill, 2003; Dimitrakopoulos and Ramazon, 2003; Askari-Nasab et al., 2011; Waqar Ali Asad and Dimitrakopoulos, 2012; Ramazon and Dimitrakopoulos, 2013; Lambert et al., 2014).

In order to maximize the net present value (NPV) and assuming that profit and income are typically related to ore extraction/concentration/sales from the operation, most research regarding mine planning focuses on ore sequencing optimization more than waste handling. Waste management and sequencing have an important role in strategic planning, given that usually the volume of waste material is larger than ore.

Waste portions of the mineral deposit, by definition, have zero or non economical grade to justify sending it to the plant, therefore it does not provide any profit (Li et al., 2012), and must be sent to a proper destination, like a stockpile or straight to the waste dump, in most cases. The waste haulage from pit to its final destination, according to Lizotte and Bonates (1987), might represent more than 50% of the operational costs. Therefore, finding ways to reduce such costs is a task that must be targeted in mine planning, assuming its economic and strategic relevance.

Hekmat et al. (2008) highlight the importance of considering environmental issues besides technical and economic perspectives when defining the location of waste dumps, given its permanent character. Therefore, defining a proper location must comply with many conflicting aspects, such as environmental issues, geotechnical stability analysis, and geochemical and physical aspects. Authors such as Zinck (2004) and Ortiz (2017) state that the ideal location for waste dumps is not necessarily the best economic alternative or the choice that represents the lower cost option, but rather a solution that balances all these variables.

Some studies regarding waste rock sequencing optimization (Askari-Nasab and Ben-Awuah, 2011; Li et al., 2013; Graskoski, 2013; Fu et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016; Ortiz, 2017) have been published in the last few years. These articles proposed optimum solutions for waste sequencing throughout mixed integer programming (MIP), in a long-term planning basis. Li et al. (2012) presented a waste block sequencing to reduce total haulage distances considering multiple dump destinations, potential acid drainage issues, and also material re-handling as a boundary condition that must be avoided.

According to Dagdelen (2001), implementation of computer programming and stochastic algorithms to support strategic planning decisions are also gathering attention within the mining community. Other authors, such as Leite and Dimitrakopoulos (2007), Elkington and Durham (2011), Deutsch and Deutsch (2013) used such implementations to find optimum solutions in mine planning problems. These are robust tools that allow planners to test several variable combinations in hundreds of scenarios in a few minutes, providing a massive range of possible results to be evaluated and compared. Problems in the mining industry usually consist in solving multivariable questions and computer programming is proving to be a powerful planning aid.

This article is the continuation of a study presented in Kuckartz and Peroni (2019), which proposed a new method for waste disposal called a multi-stage dumping sequence (MSDS). This method allocates temporary waste dumps along the way to the final dump destination, and uses planned re-handling of the waste material at the beginning of operation. This approach provides additional time to find the best location for the final waste dump and to deal with preparation and licenses related to it. The main objective in this approach is to reduce waste haulage cost in the first years, as it reduces the haulage distance and consequently the investment in haul trucks and roads. Although an increase in unitary haulage cost is considered to re-handle material from/to temporary dumps, it is overcome by reducing haulage distances, resulting in NPV increases in the first years. Herein, the methodology uses an integrated mine planning and waste disposal sequencing, and an application to a real case study to demonstrate its applicability when carried out. Evaluation and comparison of MSDS against a conventional approach (not using a temporary dump) was made through a computer algorithm using Python in order to find the best possible solution to the proposed case.

2. Materials and methods

The MSDS methodology consists of allocating a temporary dump site between the open pit exit and final dump location. The waste then is hauled to the temporary instead final dump until it reaches full capacity. Variables such as waste movement and re-handling rate, distance from pit exit to final dump site and temporary dumps, and distance between temporary dumps are considered in this study.

For explanatory purposes and to highlight the differences between conventional and MSDS approaches, consider Figure 1, where the distance from the pit exit to the final dump location is “X”. In the conventional approach, waste rock would be hauled “X” distance during the life of the mine, avoiding waste re-handling, keeping fixed haulage distances outside the pit. In the MSDS approach, two stages will be considered to cover the distance “X”; the first stage consists of hauling waste to a temporary waste dump distant “Y” from the pit exit; and the second stage consists in re-handling the waste material from the temporary waste dump to the final waste dump (“X minusY” distance). For example, in Figure 1 (where P is the period from mine life), waste rock from P1 (W1) and P2 (W2) will be hauled at a distance “Y” from...
the pit exit, until reaches the temporary dump full capacity. In P3 (example’s last period), W3 is sent all the way to the final dump (distance “X”) and W1 and W2, placed in the temporary dump stage, are also re-handled to the final position (which is hauled to a distance “X minus Y”).

The sum of haulage distance is similar for both methods; however, in the MSDS approach, the total haulage distance in P1 and P2 (sum of distances) is lower if compared with the conventional method for the same period, which reduced the total haulage cost. As a consequence, haulage distances in later stages might increase and also increase haulage cost. However, when considering NPV calculations, there are penalizations by period (the further the period is, the greater the penalty), and the increased haulage cost in later stages will also be attenuated by period penalization, resulting in a lower final NPV cost.
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**Figure 1 - Comparison between conventional and MSDS approaches, where “P” represents the period, “W” represents the waste material produced in each period and “n” represents the number of dumping stages. Adapted from Kuckartz and Peroni (2019).**

To test and illustrate the MSDS approach, a case study was conducted in a phosphate mine in Brazil. A portion of existing block model, representing a mine sector, was imported to the NPV Scheduler® software to build a mathematical open pit and scheduling sequencing for all blocks. Given the focus on waste management of this study and considering that all ore blocks are sent to the same location (i.e., processing plant) with a fixed haul distance for any tested scenario, all results shown here represent only costs related to waste block haul and loading outside the pit.

The base case was assumed to be the conventional approach. A pit exit and final dump location were established. The schedule considers the first 10-year period of production and the associated waste handling, also sequenced yearly.

There are several variables to be considered for a complete evaluation, such as haulage and loading cost, re-handling cost, distance from pit exit to final and temporary waste dumps, type and capacity of equipment (trucks and shovels) to be used, among others. In Kuckartz and Peroni (2019), some MSDS scenarios were tested, varying the period of re-handling operation and observing the cost NPV response to changes in haulage distance to the temporary dump; however, no optimization technique on such a parameter was considered at that stage.

In this study, an optimization algorithm was built using a Python implemented algorithm to find the best possible solution considering some variable fluctuations. The distance to the temporary waste dump and its re-handling rate were modified to find the lowest NPV cost possible.

The other parameters were kept fixed, such as haulage and loading costs, distance to final waste dump and temporary waste dump volume capacity, which was set to 30 Mt of waste, representing 2 years of disposal operation. The temporary waste dump was placed over an area that will be mined in the future (after the 10th year), and it is located between the pit exit and final dump location. Therefore, the temporary waste dump must be completely removed before the 10th year in order to avoid higher stripping ratios or delays in mining sequence.

Re-handling costs were considered to be equal to mining costs and did not include any additional general and administrative (G&A) costs, since it is already paid by the current operation. The final dump is located 5 km away from the pit exit (according to the original base case mine planning), following the red line representing the haulage road, as shown in Figure 2, and the annual waste movement is defined as 15 Mtpa. During the analysis, the temporary dump distance will occupy different spots by the road to the final dump location (varying from 0.5 to 4.3 km) in order to find the position that results in the lowest NPV cost scenario.

The necessary number of trucks to accomplish the scheduled scenarios was calculated considering a utilization factor of 90% and mechanical availability of 85%. Average truck speeds during laden and unladen displacement were also estimated in order to calculate truck production rates.
The optimization algorithm for MSDS was implemented observing a few assumptions and later decision making.

Assumptions:
The algorithm to sequence the waste will respect the ore block schedule. The suggested optimization will not interfere with the already defined amount of material taken from the pit each year.

The material re-handling from the temporary waste dump to the final waste dump is postponed as much as possible given a limit that corresponds to the maximum amount of material re-handled from the temporary waste dump to the final waste dump per year.

Before hauling material from the pit to the final waste dump, the temporary waste dump storage capacity must be completed.

The input parameters are the following: the block schedule, the maximum amount of mass hauled from the temporary waste dump to the final waste dump, the ending year when the temporary waste dump must be completely removed, and operational cost parameters.

The optimization target is based on the assumption that the best way to reduce the NPV costs is to delay, as much as possible, the waste re-handling from the temporary waste dump to the final waste dump given the year in which the temporary dump must be completely removed and the maximum re-handling rate from the temporary to the final waste dump per year. The discussion of this assumption is important because it does not reflect the lowest NPV cost for all scenarios. In some cases, the maximum re-handling rate occurs simultaneously with the maximum rate of waste sent from the pit to the final waste dump. This situation might demand the acquisition of trucks in an unbalanced hauling operation, especially after the temporary waste dump is completely removed and all equipment is focused on the pit to the final waste dump hauling operation. For these cases, it is expected that the algorithm user explores the parameter that controls the maximum re-handling rate. Further discussion and examples will be presented in the results section.

The number of required trucks in each year to perform all hauling operations. This number of trucks is subdivided into the following: the number of trucks necessary to haul material from the pit to the temporary waste dump; the number of trucks necessary to haul material from the temporary to the final waste dump; and the number of trucks necessary to haul material from the pit to the final waste dump. The report is given by year.

The waste haulage schedule from the pit to the temporary waste dump, from the pit to the final waste dump, and re-handling from the temporary to the final waste dump.

The NPV calculation is separated into the NPV of operational costs and the NPV of additional truck acquisition, per year.

The optimization target is based on the assumption that the best way to reduce the NPV costs is to delay, as much as possible, the waste re-handling from the temporary waste dump to the final waste dump given the year in which the temporary dump must be completely removed and the maximum re-handling rate from the temporary to the final waste dump per year. The report is given by year.

The waste haulage schedule from the pit to the temporary waste dump, from the pit to the final waste dump, and re-handling from the temporary to the final waste dump. The report is given by year.

The optimization target is based on the assumption that the best way to reduce the NPV costs is to delay, as much as possible, the waste re-handling from the temporary waste dump to the final waste dump given the year in which the temporary dump must be completely removed and the maximum re-handling rate from the temporary to the final waste dump per year. The report is given by year.
waste dump per year. The discussion of this assumption is important because it does not reflect the lowest NPV cost for all scenarios. In some cases, the maximum re-handling rate occurs simultaneously with the maximum rate of waste sent from the pit to the final waste dump. This situation might demand the acquisition of trucks in an unbalanced hauling operation, especially after the temporary waste dump is completely removed and all equipment is focused on the pit to the final waste dump hauling operation. For these cases, it is expected that the algorithm user explores the parameter that controls the maximum re-handling rate. Further discussion and examples will be presented in the results section.

The dark blue areas represent lower NPV cost values, which means more attractive economic scenarios. However, this is an unrealistic situation as it is not possible to consider a higher re-handling rate without acquiring and allocating more equipment to deal with re-handling large masses of waste. The higher the re-handling rate is, the more trucks that need to be purchased, with consequently a higher cost, as observed in Figure 4.

The darkest blue regions represent an NPV cost reduction of 2.5% compared to the base case, which was achieved mainly with closer temporary dumps to the pit (from 0.5 to 0.8 km) associated with some specific annual re-handling rates providing balanced truck operations.

By merging Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can observe the relationship among these three variables (distance from pit to temporary dump, re-handling rate and number of required trucks), as seen in Figure 5. The light green line represents the NPV behaviour for the base case; therefore, any point in the left side of this line has a lower NPV cost than the base case, meaning that MSDS is a feasible method when locating the temporary dump no farther than approximately 3.3 km from the pit exit for any re-handling annual rate within the tested range.

By merging Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can observe the relationship among these three variables (distance from pit to temporary dump, re-handling rate and number of required trucks), as seen in Figure 5. The light green line represents the NPV behaviour for the base case; therefore, any point in the left side of this line has a lower NPV cost than the base case, meaning that MSDS is a feasible method when locating the temporary dump no farther than approximately 3.3 km from the pit exit for any re-handling annual rate within the tested range.
4. Discussion

Observing the results shown in Figure 3 (operational costs) and 4 (truck acquisition), it is possible to observe a reverse behaviour regarding NPV cost regarding the re-handling rate and distance from the pit exit to the temporary waste dump. As expected, higher re-handling rates will require more trucks; however, locating the temporary dump closer to the pit exit could also result in an increase in the number of required trucks. For example, placing the temporary dump too close to the pit will increase the second stage of haulage distance from the temporary dump to the final dump destination. This situation associated with a high re-handling rate will result in more trucks to be acquired.

Choosing the period to start and finish re-handling operations is a key decision, and it is directly related to the re-handling rate. The algorithm always considers the re-handling operation ending in the 10th year, so the re-handling rate will dictate when this operation will begin.

There is a circular wave pattern in Figure 4, which is associated with the truck utilization factor and availability. If the re-handling rate and/or temporary dump distance are slightly increased, an abrupt increase in NPV cost might occur. This increase is explained by the necessity to purchase an additional truck, which will cause a decrease in the utilization factor and in an unbalanced excavation/haulage operation (exceeding haulage capacity at the right moment the new truck is added to the fleet).

The combination of both behaviours
shown in Figure 5 gives us a more realistic overview of possible outcomes and relationships between variables. The indented and circular wave patterns are the result of the truck acquisition NPV cost, which causes a spike effect for any case while increasing the re-handling rate.

It is interesting that the best possible MSDS cases (dark blue areas) are not necessarily related to extreme values of the variables, as it would be expected. For instance, it is intuitive to think that setting the temporary waste dump as close as possible to the pit exit and a higher re-handling rate would provide the lowest NPV cost, which is not seen in Figure 5.

The most attractive economic scenarios, that minimize the NPV cost, are achieved using combinations of re-handling rates and distance from the pit to the temporary dump. This behaviour can be better visualized in Figure 6. All MSDS lines have steps when progressively increasing the re-handling rate, but they differ in the frequency between steps. Each peak in the curves represents the combination of a haulage distance and increases in re-handling rates, requiring the acquisition of one extra truck at each jump in the graphs. The blue line (1.6 km from the pit exit to temporary dump) has a higher frequency of steps due to a longer distance from the temporary dump to the final dump. The longer haulage distance for the re-handled material transportation makes the number of required trucks more sensitive to changes in re-handling rates, which causes the steps to be more frequent. On the other hand, the green and red lines (with 3.5 km and 4.5 km from the pit exit to the temporary dump, respectively) represent the shorter haulage distance from the temporary dump to the final dump, with less frequent steps, causing a less sensitive required number of trucks.

5. Conclusion

This study provided information that suggests the viability of the MSDS method using waste re-handling, under a strategic planning perspective, opening new operational alternatives in mining industry. These results oppose a well-known mining paradigm, which states that material re-handling will always increase operational costs, considering it is something to be avoided at all costs. Analysing the case study from an economic perspective using NPV, MSDS demonstrated to be feasible when the temporary dump is located up to 3.3 km from the pit exit (considering a final dump located at 5 km away from the pit exit), which provides a wide and flexible range for the re-handling operation and yet having results that show a better economic scenario than the traditional approach.

Reducing the final dump distance from the pit exit will also shorten the MSDS feasibility range, which means that the re-handling operation must be even more precise and less forgiving, however economically favourable. In addition, the MSDS method provides other advantages:

- Planners will gain more time to make decisions regarding the final dump location and site preparation, allowing the collection of important operational data that might aid other strategic decisions during ramp-up periods.
- Furthermore, capital expenditure (CAPEX) reduction during the first years (i.e., less equipment to purchase) provides a more favourable and less risky investment scenario, given the fluctuation of commodities and markets, that might generate a level of uncertainty putting the mining project at risk. In this case study, it was shown that MSDS provided an additional 2-year period before sending waste to the final dump. In the meantime, experience and operational data can be obtained, providing a valuable resource for planners and decision makers.

From the environmental perspective, the MSDS approach also provides a strategic waste management flexibility to change waste dump sites by an in-pit disposal, which significantly reduces environmental impacts. At a certain point in time, re-handling can be considered viable and used to backfill the pit instead of sending the material to the final dump and impacting an additional area. Future mining will not tolerate any further environmental footprints other than what is strictly necessary.

Further investigations are still on course to understand cause/effect relationships with other variables to better define contour conditions to consider MSDS as a definitely feasible alternative method for managing and optimizing waste dumping and sequencing.
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